WE NEED THE MONEY!!

We lost more than half of all our subscribers. Why so many healthy, crime-filled New Year burns cuts and myself, let me wish all our readers a happy, by giving you an update of past, present, and future TAP. Cur printing, postage, and operating expenses have amassed to almost double what they were last year. Several readers have suggested that I raise our sub rates to help sustain us. For every controlled substance there are hundreds of alternatives, and it is a great place to look for ideas for legal analogues. In general, the gist of current drug law is: 1) many isomers of CDS's are not legal, 2) most analogues of illegal analogues are legal, and 3) if one got arrested with a legal analogue of an illegal CDS, he could hire his own expert chemist to get a sample of the drug he was arrested for and testify in court that it is, in fact, a legal substance. Suppliers of specific chemicals can be found in CHEM SOURCES, Directories Publishing Co., P.O. Box 422, Flemington, N.J. 08822. In addition, Buckley Scientific Co., Box 15181, Columbus, Ohio, 43215, Phone (614) 276-2272, will sell watched precursors (at a reasonable mark-up because freight charges are included in the price) to anyone, and they imply that they won't notify the DEA. Their catalogue and list of watched chemicals is $10 (TAP also has these). Although some suppliers of watched chemicals may not turn in reports to the DEA, the books of their shipping agents (like UPS) may be watched by police, so be careful and use intelligent security measures. Good luck with your projects, stay high, and stay free.
With all the time-sharing computers around today, there is a lot of computing power going to waste. Most of you know a good deal about the limitation of unused computer time since nobody wants to pool and computer communication, there is the potential for much accomplishment. Also, you should understand just how it is a computer's ability to make it available to everyone. This information is provided for informational and educational purposes only since this information is provided for informational and educational purposes only since the government contracts.

Part one of this article talks about how to gain access to a computer: part two goes into some heavier computer software shit. If you really want to get into the phone aspects of computers more difficult. Hiding the origin of your phreaking skills applied to computers. Part two gets into some heavier computer software shit. ref to take and maintain total control of the system. All systems have some sort of supervisor or privileged state for users. On some systems, if you know the right command, you may become privileged. On others, you still need to know the magic command, but execution of that command is limited to just a few users. The most secure system is where only the operator in the machine has privilege or only certain users are generated into the system as privileged or you can only use privilege from a hardwired terminal. In some systems, there is one userid generated into the system when it comes from the manufacturer. There installations don't bother to change this userid or its password. The APL system has the main operator ID of 32767 and any other system that makes this is possible to type in on the system. The Bull System has its own share of computers which you might find useful to know about other things. All systems have some sort of supervisor or privileged state for users. On some systems, if you know the right command, you may become privileged. On others, you still need to know the magic command, but execution of that command is limited to just a few users. The most secure system is where only the operator in the machine has privilege or only certain users are generated into the system as privileged or you can only use privilege from a hardwired terminal. In some systems, there is one userid generated into the system when it comes from the manufacturer. Newer products tend to be more reliable so any different systems that it is possible to get information from the other side. Remember, computer operators are not always the brightest folks (having been a computer operator, I've seen some real wino's). When they aren't watching you, you may be able to get information from the other side. Remember, computer operators are not always the brightest folks (having been a computer operator, I've seen some real wino's). When they aren't watching you, you may be able to get information from the other side. Remember, computer operators are not always the brightest folks (having been a computer operator, I've seen some real wino's). When they aren't watching you, you may be able to get information from the other side. Remember, computer operators are not always the brightest folks (having been a computer operator, I've seen some real wino's). When they aren't watching you, you may be able to get information from the other side. Remember, computer operators are not always the brightest folks (having been a computer operator, I've seen some real wino's). When they aren't watching you, you may be able to get information from the other side.
LETTERS FROM READERS

Dear T.: I would like to thank you for giving me the chance on which I could express my anger and desire for M. BELL. I was overcharged $50 on my phone bill and was told I did not pay it. I would have my service off, being provided by someone to play the same game and pay the $50. I was looking for a way to reclaim this money, but not in vain. I have been allowed the locks on their computer payphone. I am trying to change my service to another, and I am attempting to reclaim the money I paid. I would like to express my anger and desire for M. BELL.

I have been working on a... (address of the letter is unclear)

BY THE BALLS

by Nickolai Testicle

When was the last time you used the pay telephone at McDonald's?

Well, McDonald's doesn't have pay stations for its customers. At least they don't here and we do not have to worry about the cost. We have a pay phone at the local McDonald's, and we have used it. We also go to another one in the area. As a matter of fact, we have used it both to go to the phone and to do stuff once we were logged in. It seems like there is a pay phone somewhere between the pay phone and the bathroom. After all, if I find nice new ideas in my handbag I might want to call a friend to see if the fish are biting.

LD calls placed from a third phone and charged to your phone back home, by dialing 0 before the called number, and dialing an operator-assisted call on the same phone, are charged to your phone when you use the pay phone. LD calls placed from a third phone and charged to your phone back home, by dialing 0 before the called number, are charged to your phone when you use the pay phone. We do not recommend using the pay phone for such calls, as it is more economical to use a dedicated phone line.

Silly Putty. Not all brands work equally well. I bought Silly Putty and it didn't work. I bought Silly Putty and it didn't work. I bought Silly Putty and it didn't work. It was silly, it was merely foolish. I took it back and got a refund. I have heard about picking up information from Silly Putty, but I have not been able to confirm this. I have heard about picking up information from Silly Putty, but I have not been able to confirm this. I have heard about picking up information from Silly Putty, but I have not been able to confirm this.

Never ever in a library, office, or other place, see something you'd like to take a copy of. As a signature, take notes, a sketch, schematic, phone number, etc. Sure wish you had a miniature origami machine, didn't you?

'Silly Putty' to the rescue!

Top, that child's put stick is ideal. I've seen a perfect boy of almost anything that is printed... new stick in the color! Sure, the impression is permanent but you can erase it with an eraser or a wiping cloth. I have tried the 'screw' after you've read. I remember you said you didn't already know, 'Silly Putty' can be used everywhere and ever...

Nickolai Testicle
Laughing gas is much more popular than it ever was. Laughing gas, or nitrous oxide, is said to be more pleasant to take, not having the terrible smell of ether or the risk of fire. It is, however, harder to obtain and more expensive if bought. There is also little legal risk.

The laughing gas high is similar to that of ether, but much more pleasant. Laughing gas is less depressant to the brain, having the effect of slowing down the central nervous system and the risk of fire. It is, however, harder to obtain and more expensive if bought.

If you have the means you can buy nitrous in blue tins from an industrial supplier. The cost is over $4.00, but if it is a reusable deposit or the steel tank, you'll need to make sure to check for leaks. The gas must be used within a few days, or it will lose its effectiveness. Of course, you may have problems trying to explain what the stuff you're going to an illegal store means, but that's the risk. Don't shake the can before inhaling, or you'll get a dose full of whipped cream. You can get a hit or two per can, which unfortunately only lasts for a minute or two.

If you have the means you can buy nitrous in blue tins from an industrial supplier. The cost is over $4.00, but if it is a reusable deposit or the steel tank, you'll need to make sure to check for leaks. The gas must be used within a few days, or it will lose its effectiveness. Of course, you may have problems trying to explain what the stuff you're going to an illegal store means, but that's the risk. Don't shake the can before inhaling, or you'll get a dose full of whipped cream. You can get a hit or two per can, which unfortunately only lasts for a minute or two.

Eden press has published two new books on how to obtain and use ID and alternate identities: The Paper Trip I & II. Although both books cover the basic paper tripping techniques, they are, in fact, two completely different books.

The Paper Trip I (82 pps, $12.95) is the totally new format of Barry Reid's classic book "The Paper Trip." The new book by state description enlarged, and updated, presenting the most current and effective methods. This book covers some information that is not found in its follow-up book, The Paper Trip II, and it covers some of the same information in different detail. Specifically, among some of its unique topics are: fingerprints, education documents, voice stress analysis, and future trends in ID. Even veteran paper trippers -- including those who have read other Paper Trip books -- will find the Paper Trip I full of valuable facts; moreover, it is well written, witty, and it is enjoyable to read.

The Paper Trip II (160 pps, $14.95) is the new title for its predecessor, The New Paper Trip. The format and material are basically the same as that of The New Paper Trip, with some revision in the introduction, seal section, and in paste-make-up technique. However, for those readers who have not yet seen this book -- it is really dynamic. Besides the basic paper tripping techniques are special features such as legal name change, the Soundex system, and where to write for birth and death certificates. Also, there is a COMPLETE listing of military SSP codes, Social Security Code, and a State by State description of driver's licenses (including codes) and whether or not a State ID card is issued. I frequently use and refer to this book that it has become a basic reference book in my library.

There is a quote by Lao-Tse in The Paper Trip I that I particularly enjoyed: "The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step." The Paper Trip I & II are great ways to start that single step on the paper trail and to stay on the true path. Eden Press, P.O. Box 8410, Fountain Valley, CA, 92708, also publishes other books. Send for their catalog of amazing books, too.

AGENT MDA

LETTERS FROM READERS

Here's a tip for those TAP readers who are into ripping off vending machines protected with ACE tubular locks:

The tools for the job are:
1) a screwdriver
2) a sheet-metal screw
3) a claw hammer

First, place the screw in the slot of the lock. Next, tighten it with the screwdriver, then, place the claw hammer under the head of the screw, and give it one or two good yanks. Voila! The lock falls out in your hands.

Charles, the Litchfield Larcenist

TAP, Room 603, 147 W. 42 St., NY 10036